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Abstract—Voltage instability is one of the main causes of power
system blackouts. Emerging technologies such as renewable
energy integration, distributed energy resources and demand
responses may introduce significant uncertainties in analyzing of
system-wide voltage stability. This paper starts with summarizing
different known voltage instability mechanisms, and then focuses
on a class of voltage instability which is induced by the singular
surface of the algebraic manifold. We argue and demonstrate
that this class can include both dynamic and static voltage
instabilities. To determine the minimum distance to the point of
voltage collapse, a new formulation is proposed on the algebraic
manifold. This formulation is further converted into an optimal
control framework for identifying the path with minimum
distance on the manifold. Comprehensive numerical studies are
conducted on some manifolds of different power system test cases
and demonstrate that the proposed method yields candidates for
the local shortest paths to the singular surface on the manifold
for both the dynamic model and the static model. Simulations
show that the proposed method can identify shorter paths on the
manifold than the paths associated with the minimum Euclidean
distances. Furthermore, the proposed method always locates
the right path ending at the correct singular surface which
is responsible for the voltage instability; while the Euclidean
distance formulation can mistakenly find solutions on the wrong
singular surface. A broad range of potential applications using
the proposed method are also discussed.
Index Terms—Voltage collapse, singularity, differential-
algebraic equations, algebraic manifold
I. INTRODUCTION
Voltage collapse has been widely recognized as a fundamen-
tal cause for power system blackouts. Past events include the
1970 New York blackout, the 1987 Tokyo blackout, the 1995
Israel blackout, and the 2003 North America blackout [1]–[3].
Numerous studies were carried out to analyze [4]–[7], monitor
[8]–[10], mitigate [11], [12], and control [13]–[16] voltage
collapse. Empirical observations from past events indicate
that voltage instability is likely to happen under stressed
operating conditions. Nowadays the increasing penetration of
renewable energy brings more fluctuations and uncertainties
in the power grid, introducing more frequent and significant
loading condition variations that may cause potential voltage
instability.
A traditional approach which identifies the (quasi) static
voltage collapse point evaluates PV-QV curves. It keeps track
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of the change of a power flow solution at a given direc-
tion in the power generation and demand space through the
continuation power flow method [17]–[19]. This approach
works well with an accurate awareness of the system future
operating conditions. However, as renewable energy resources
increasingly penetrate into the grid, power generation becomes
highly volatile and, thus, can void the voltage stability assess-
ment based on a predicted direction. At transmission level,
a prediction error of up to 10% can happen in the day-ahead
forecast peak load at ERCOT [20]. This may easily exhaust the
merely available power reserves, which may be lower than 3%
in the real time operation [21]. Without delicate coordinations,
these changes can be harmful to voltage stability. When it
comes to the distribution network, emerging technologies such
as distributed energy resources (DERs) and demand response
(DR) can largely alter the properties of traditional load. For
example, a distribution system with DERs can inject power to
the grid instead of absorbing power. Such power flow reversal
provides system operators and customers with much more
flexibility but also challenges the conventional control and
operation strategies based on traditional load assumptions. A
distribution network with DR may change the composition
of load in a spatial-temporal manner, resulting in a highly
variable aggregated load model. These upcoming challenges
in both the transmission and the distribution systems should
be appropriately addressed for maintaining voltage stability.
Therefore, more robust approaches are required to accommo-
date high dimensional variations of generation and load.
To estimate the voltage stability margin, many indicators
and approaches are proposed [22]–[29]. Comparisons among
some of these indicators were discussed in [30], [31]. These
indicators, either empirical or analytical, represent different
definitions of distances from an operating point to its collapse
boundary. A common measure of voltage instability proximity
in the existing work is the Euclidean distance in the power
space. An optimization framework was proposed in [32] to
solve the minimum load distance to the singular boundary.
A direct approach was proposed in [23] which is related to
the optimization framework in [32]. Literature [33] further
stated that both direct and indirect methods are approaches
to solve the optimization problem. The optimization approach
with KKT conditions was further extended in [34].
However, as will be shown in this paper, voltage stability
measured from the Euclidean distance can be conservative and
misleading, especially when the optimization yields the global
solution: as shall be shown, multiple isolated singular surfaces
can exist but only one contributes to the relevant voltage in-
stability behavior. The existing optimization framework cannot
2distinguish between different singular surfaces. Furthermore,
the actual power trajectory may not follow a straight line
because of power flow constraints. Therefore, a more rigorous
definition of voltage stability distance is required.
Based on the foundational optimization framework of volt-
age collapse [23], [32], we improve the existing result by
searching the shortest path on the algebraic manifold1 instead
of in the Euclidean space. This “subtle” change requires a
completely new formulation of the problem which is fully
developed in this paper. Then, a general approach is proposed
to solve the problem by an optimal control framework. One
should note that the proposed method is not necessarily
restricted to the voltage stability problem. It is a general opti-
mization framework that can be used for other problems which
seek for shortest paths on manifolds. The major contributions
of this paper are summarized below.
1) We redefine the shortest distance problem (to the voltage
collapse) on the algebraic manifold. It is a new and more
rigorous formulation in the sense that it respects physical
constraints and voltage behaviors on the manifold for the
entire path.
2) We convert the voltage stability problem into an optimal
control problem and solve it to acquire the shortest path
on the manifold to the point of voltage collapse.
3) We compare the results of the proposed formulation
with the results of the Euclidean distance formulation,
explain the conservativeness and misleading caveats of
the Euclidean distance in some cases, and show the
correctness of proposed formulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II dis-
cusses the known mechanisms of voltage collapse and defines
a class of voltage stability problem that will be investigated in
this paper. Section III introduces the optimization framework
based on the Euclidean distance. Section IV proposes a new
formulation based on the manifold distance and reformulates
it as an optimal control problem. Numerical simulations are
provided in Section V. Section VI provides some discussions
and remarks on the technical details and potential applications.
Setion VII concludes the paper.
II. MECHANISMS OF VOLTAGE COLLAPSE
Based on different features and time scales of instability,
some researchers classify voltage stability analysis into two
categories: dynamic and static (or quasi-static) [35]. The static
voltage instability is assumed to happen when a system is
perturbed in its parameter space and reaches a saddle-node
bifurcation point2. The saddle-node bifurcation is determined
by the singular surface3 of algebraic equations. During the
perturbation process, the system is assumed to be capable
of stabilizing at the newly perturbed equilibrium point until
reaching singularity.
1The term algebraic manifold will be rigorously defined in the next section.
2Reaching an engineering limit can also induce voltage instability, for
example, the generator reactive power limit. But this is beyond the scope
of this paper.
3The word “surface” in this paper does not necessarily imply a 2-D surface.
Here we refer to a general multi-dimensional hyper-surface.
On the other hand, the dynamic voltage instability usually
happens during the transient process in which the system states
are away from a stable equilibrium point (SEP). The cause of
dynamic voltage instability can be non-unique. For example,
[36], [37] discussed the influence of center manifolds in volt-
age collapse models. [38] observed that some unstable equilib-
rium points (UEP) are responsible for voltage instability. [39],
[40] showed that singular surface of algebraic constraints can
also contribute to the dynamic voltage instability.
Below we recall both dynamic and static voltage instability,
attempt to unify different models into the dynamic-algebraic
equation form, and focus on a class of voltage instability,
including the above-mentioned static and dynamic ones.
A. Dynamic Voltage Instability
A power system dynamic model usually takes the
differential-algebraic equation (DAE) form
x˙ = f(x, y) (1a)
0 = g(x, y) (1b)
where x ∈ Rm includes dynamic states, e.g., rotor angles and
angular velocities in swing equations4; x˙ is the time derivative
of x; y ∈ Rn includes algebraic states; f : Rm+n → Rm and
g : Rm+n → Rn are continuously differentiable.
The stability boundary of the DAE system (1) is determined
by both the dynamic part and the algebraic part [41]–[43].
The dynamic part is related to the type-1 unstable equilibrium
points (UEPs). To identify the type of an equilibrium, consider
the linear form of (1) at the equilibrium.
δx˙ =
∂f
∂x
δx+
∂f
∂y
δy (2a)
0 =
∂g
∂x
δx+
∂g
∂y
δy (2b)
It can be further reduced to
δx˙ =
(
∂f
∂x
−
∂f
∂y
(∂g
∂y
)
−1 ∂g
∂x
)
δx (3)
provided ∂g/∂y is invertible. The type of an equilibrium point
is determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix in (3).
A hyperbolic equilibrium point that has only one eigenvalue
with positive real part is said to be type-1.
On the other hand, the singular surface5 of algebraic
constraints can also contribute to the dynamic instability
phenomenon [41]–[43]. A comprehensive numerical study of
singularity induced dynamic voltage instability can be found
in [39], which is also confirmed in [40].
According to the analysis in [6], [36]–[40], dynamic voltage
instability can happen if
1) Eqt (3) is singular at the equilibrium point (central
manifold occurs);
2) a trajectory is beyond the stable manifolds of some type-
1 UEP;
3) a trajectory crosses the algebraic singular part of the
stability boundary.
4Detailed dynamic models can introduce more dynamic states such as field
winding voltages, AVR internal voltages, etc.
5The term “singular surface” will be defined shortly below.
3Fig. 1: Voltage Instability in Different Time Scales
B. Static Voltage Instability
Static voltage instability is usually characterized by the sin-
gularity condition of the power flow Jacobian. When changing
some nodal power injections, two real-valued power flow so-
lutions collide with each other and become a pair of complex-
valued conjugate solutions that are not physically realistic.
This phenomenon seems to be purely algebraic since it only
characterizes how a set of algebraic equations lose a pair
of real-valued solutions. Neither dynamic states nor dynamic
equations are specified.
According to [37], this power flow based algebraic model is
called the network-only model. It is simplified from the quasi-
steady state approximation of long-term dynamics by eliminat-
ing all the long term dynamic states and their equations. The
general model of quasi-steady state approximation of long-
term dynamics takes the following form.
x(t) = Φ
(
x(t0), y(t0), t0, t
)
(4a)
0 = g(x, y) (4b)
where x(t) includes the long term dynamic states. They can
include, but are not limited to, load response, renewable
fluctuations, secondary controls, distributed energy resources,
generation re-dispatch, etc. In our problem formulation, we
put all the time varying or adjustable nodal power injections
(generation and load) in the long term dynamic state vector
x(t). They are traditionally treated as parameters in power
system literature. The algebraic state vector y(t) includes the
network node voltage magnitudes and angles in the power flow
equations. y(t) does not have independent dynamics. Instead,
it changes with respect to time t according to the change of
x(t) to satisfy the algebraic constraints (4b). x(t0) and y(t0)
are the initial values. For the dynamic equation (4a), we only
require Φ to be a well-defined and slow6 time-forwarding
iterative process. Φ can take the form of differential or integral
equations, discrete time iterations, random process, or their
hybrid. In power systems, such slow dynamics can include, but
are not limited to, load demand change, generator re-dispatch,
renewable fluctuation, transformer tap ratio change, automatic
generation control, inter-area frequency control, etc. Similar
to the DAE system in (1), Eqt (4) is also an algebraically
constrained dynamical system for which the stability boundary
comprises both the dynamic part and the algebraic part. The
6“Slow” means the dynamics behave several orders of magnitude slower
than the ignored fast dynamics. This assumption is valid when traditional load
demand and generation vary in minutes while controls and electro-magnetics
change in dozens of milliseconds. However, with more power electronics
interface installed, the traditional static assumption may require a revisit.
algebraic part is described by the singularity condition of
∂g/∂y, which is the singular Jacobian matrix of power flow
equations [41], [42].
C. Voltage Instability Induced by Singular Surface of Alge-
braic Manifold
From the above discussions we have shown that algebraic
constraints contribute to both dynamic and static voltage in-
stabilities. We define the m-dimensional algebraic manifold 7
Σ as
Σ := {x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn | g(x, y) = 0}. (5)
A dynamic-algebraic system, either in the form of (1) or
(4), is a constrained dynamic system whose dynamic flow is
confined on Σ. The singular surface of Σ, denoted by Ω,
Ω := {x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rn | g(x, y) = 0, det(
∂g
∂y
) = 0} (6)
can induce a certain class of voltage instability which can be
either dynamic or static. Therefore in our discussions, we do
not distinguish if a voltage instability is dynamic or static, but
only focus on the singular surface Ω induced voltage problem
(as shown in Fig. 1). Our goal is to identify the shortest path
to the singular boundary Ω on the manifold Σ.
III. FORMULATION BASED ON EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
We start our discussion with the existing problem formula-
tion in the Euclidean space. Proposed in [32] and extended in
[23], [34], the formulation in Euclidean distance is built rigor-
ously on an optimization framework and holds an alternative
simple representation for the singularity condition of (6). A
general formulation of this kind is
min: |z0c − zc|
2
2 (7a)
s.t.: g(x, y) = 0 (7b)(
∂g/∂y
)T
r = 0 (7c)
〈r, r〉 = 1 (7d)
where based on our definition in (4) x ∈ Rm includes
the dynamical states which are time varying or adjustable
parameters in the traditional sense; y ∈ Rn includes the
algebraic states; zc ⊆ (x, y) is a subset of states x and y; z
0
c
is a given constant vector representing the known operating
point; r ∈ Rn is the vector of auxiliary states for enforcing
the singularity condition; 〈a, b〉 is the inner product operator
of vector space.
Usually zc is selected from the generator power output and
load demand. But there is no limit to selecting other state
variables. For example, we can also include bus voltages in zc.
The goal of (7) is to find a point (x⋆, y⋆, r⋆) in the augmented
state space such that (7b), (7c), and (7d) are satisfied and the
Euclidean distance between z0c and z
⋆
c is the minimum (at least
locally).
Eqt. (7b) enforces that the optimum solution must be on
the algebraic manifold Σ. (7c) utilizes the auxiliary states r to
7This terminology is used to distinguish from the stable and unstable
manifolds of an equilibrium in the dynamic sense.
4Fig. 2: Path on Manifold VS Euclidean Line Segment
Red curve: path on manifold. Black dash line: Euclidean line.
ensure that the optimum solution is on the singular surface Ω.
Vector r can be regarded as a left eigenvector associated with
the zero eigenvalue of ∂g/∂y. To acquire a unique r, (7d)
is applied to restrict the radius of it. Other constraints can
also be included in (7), for example, state variable upper and
lower bounds. For simplicity, we only consider indispensable
constraints that are listed in (7).
IV. FORMULATION BASED ON MANIFOLD DISTANCE
The previous section introduced the optimization formula-
tion based on the Euclidean distance. This formulation only
ensures that the end point is on the manifold, ignoring the
entire transition from the known operating point to the end
point. In this section, we will include constraints that force
the entire path on the manifold, develop a new optimization
framework, and convert it into an optimal control problem.
A. A General Formulation Based on Manifold Distance
To establish the distance on the algebraic manifold, the
following general formulation is considered.
min: arclength
(
path(z0c , z
L
c )
)
(8a)
s.t.: g
(
path(x0, xL), path(y0, yL)
)
= 0 (8b)(
∂g/∂y
)
|T(xL,yL)r
L = 0 (8c)
〈rL, rL〉 = 1 (8d)
where path(a, b) defines a continuous path from point-a to
point-b; arclength(l) is the arc length operator that we use for
the distance on the manifold.
Constraint (8b) requires that any point on the path from
(x0, y0) to (xL, yL) must be on the manifold Σ. Eqt. (8c)
certifies that the ending point (xL, yL) of the path is on the
singular surface Ω. (8d) ensures a (locally) unique ending point
of auxiliary state r. The goal of (8) is to find a path which
starts from a known point, ends on the singular surface, and
is confined on the manifold such that its arc length is the
minimum.
Fig. 2 shows two ways to travel from the north pole to
the equator. One can dig a straight hole (black dash line
segment) through the earth from point-A to point-C, which
corresponds to the solution of (7), or take an airplane following
the surface of the earth (red curve) from point-A to point-B,
which corresponds to the solution of (8).
B. Reformulation in Optimal Control Framework
To solve the optimal path of (8), one needs a well-defined
mathematical formulation of path(a, b) and arclength(l). A
straightforward way is to parameterize path(a, b) by a free
variable τ in a given interval, say, [0, 1]. If we further assume
that path(a, b; τ ) is almost everywhere continuously differen-
tiable8 with respect to τ , then (8) can be reformulated in the
following way.
min:
∫ 1
0
√
〈dzc(τ)/dτ, dzc(τ)/dτ〉dτ (9a)
s.t.: g
(
x(τ), y(τ)
)
= 0 (9b)(
∂g/∂y
)
|Tτ=1r(1) = 0 (9c)
〈r(1), r(1)〉 = 1 (9d)
x(0) = x0 (9e)
y(0) = y0 (9f)
where the arclength9 is computed by the integral of the path
directional derivatives in (9a); (9b) ensures that the entire
path (x(τ), y(τ)) is on the manifold Σ; (9c) is the singularity
condition for the final state at τ = 1; (9e) and (9f) enforce a
given initial state for the path.
To solve (9), we introduce new variables u(τ) and v(τ),
then convert (9) into an optimal control problem in (10).
min:
∫ 1
0
√
〈ζc(τ), ζc(τ)〉dτ (10a)
s.t.: dx(τ)/dτ = u(τ) (10b)
dy(τ)/dτ = v(τ) (10c)
dr(τ)/dτ = 0 (10d)
g
(
x(τ), y(τ)
)
= 0 (10e)(
∂g/∂y
)
|Tτ=1r(1) = 0 (10f)
〈r(1), r(1)〉 = 1 (10g)
x(0) = x0 (10h)
y(0) = y0 (10i)
where u(τ) and v(τ) are the control variables associated with
the state variables x(τ) and y(τ); ζc(τ) ⊆
(
u(τ), v(τ)
)
are
associated with the state variable zc(τ); Eqt (10b), (10c) and
(10d) relate the state derivatives to the control variables10 and
serve as the dynamic part of the optimal control problem; (10e)
is the path constraint that confines the path on the manifold Σ;
(10f) and (10g) are the final state boundary conditions in which
(10f) enforces the final state on the singular surface Ω; (10h)
and (10i) are the initial state boundary conditions. We only
assume that u(τ) and v(τ) are almost everywhere continuous,
or in the Lebesgue integrable space. A detailed example of
(10) for the static voltage stability problem is presented in
Appendix B.
8It means that the measure of discontinuity of the derivative with respect
to τ is zero.
9This arclength is the integral of the path’s velocity vector. The length is
measured via the Riemannian metric on manifold defined by (9b).
10The auxiliary state r(τ) can have an arbitrary dynamic behavior as long
as its final state value can reach every point on the unit ball of (10g). For
simplicity, we define r(τ) to be constant with zero derivative in (10d).
5Fig. 3: 9-Bus System with Generator Internal Bus
The goal of (10) is to find a control trajectory u(τ) and v(τ)
on [0, 1] that steers the states x(τ) and y(τ) from a given point
(x0, y0) to the singular surface Ω such that the entire path
resides on the manifold Σ and the arc length is the minimum
(at least locally).
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations are conducted in Matlab 2017 envi-
ronment on a 64-bit personal computer with an Intel i7 2.8GHz
CPU and 16GB RAM. The primal dual interior point solver
“IPOPT” [44] is used for solving the Euclidean formulation
(7). The optimal control solver “ICLOCS2” [45]–[47] is used
for solving the manifold formulation (10).
A. 9-Bus Dynamic Voltage Instability Example - Distance in
Active Power Subspace
Section II established the focus of this paper on a class of
voltage instability which is induced by the singular surface of
the algebraic manifold. This class of instability can be either
dynamic or static. Our first example is a dynamic one.
Consider the modified 9-bus example, “case9mod1”, in [40].
A one-line diagram is depicted in Figure 3. The transmission
system from node-1 to node-9 in Figure 3 is unchanged as
the IEEE 9-bus system. Each original PV bus is modified
to a transit PQ bus11 connected to a new internal generator
PV bus, numbered from node-10 to node-12 in Figure 3.
The parameters for this system is given in Table I and II in
Appendix A. We treat 40% of the load demand in Table I as
constant impedance and leave the rest 60% as constant power.
The overall system equations are in the DAE form of (1).
By choosing the center-of-inertial (COI) reference frame,
[40] showed that the dynamic stability boundary of this
example coincides with the singular surface, suggesting that
any transient instability is caused by the singularity.
The dynamic states of this example are chosen to include
the generator relative angles and angular velocities.12 Thus, in
the power flow equations g(x, y) = 0 the generator angles are
included in the dynamic states x but not in the algebraic states
y. It implies that the singularity condition should be applied to
the reduced Jacobian matrix ∂g/∂y instead of the full Jacobian
matrix of the power flow problem. In this particular example,
we consider the minimum distance in the generator active
power subspace. Later in the next a few examples, we will
11A PQ bus with zero power injection.
12Only two generators are independent.
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Fig. 4: Projections in Angle-Voltage Subspace for
Case9mod1 Dynamic Case
a,b,cBlue dotted curve: singular surface. aBlack line segment: Eu-
clidean local min. bRed curve: manifold local min. cBlack dotted
line segment: Euclidean local min, green curve: associated path for
Euclidean local min, red dotted curve: manifold local min, yellow
diamond: equilibrium.
consider the minimum distance in the generator reactive power
subspace, and a combination of generator and load complex
power subspace.
Figure 4(c) depicts a projection of the 2-D algebraic man-
ifold (light blue surface) in a 3-D Angle-Voltage subspace.
A local area is blown up inside the manifold creating an
inner bubble. This manifold has two isolated singular surfaces
(deep blue curves) each of which forms a loop. The lower and
smaller one is created by the inner bubble. Four equilibrium
points are identified on this manifold (shown in yellow di-
amonds), in which the upper one is the stable high voltage
solution. Figure 5(c) shows the same manifold in another
projection which is in the generator active power subspace.
Firstly, we demonstrate that the results on Euclidean dis-
tance can be misleading and conservative. Figure 4(a) and
6(a) Minimum Euclidean Distancea (b) Minimum Manifold Distanceb
(c) Path of Euclidean Distance VS Path of Manifold Distancec
Fig. 5: Projections in Active Power Subspace for Case9mod1
Dynamic Case
a,b,cBlue dotted curve: singular surface. aBlack line segment: Eu-
clidean local min. bRed curve: manifold local min. cBlack dotted
line segment: Euclidean local min, green curve: associated path for
Euclidean local min, red dotted curve: manifold local min, yellow
diamond: equilibrium.
5(a) present five candidates13 of local minimum (black line
segments) found with the Euclidean distance in (7). Three
of them end on the larger singular surface, while the other
two end on the smaller singular surface. Since the distance is
defined in the generator active power space, Figure 5(a) and
numerical results suggest that the global optimum14 resides on
the smaller singular surface, i.e., the short black line segment
in the 6:30 o’clock direction in Figure 5(a). However, this
global solution is both misleading and conservative if it is
used to determine the voltage stability margin. It is misleading
because before reaching the smaller singular surface the sys-
13They are candidates of local minimum because the primal-dual interior
point method only solves the first order necessarily optimality condition.
14We are confident about the global optimum because in this example we
can visualize the full manifold and attempt to exhaust all the possible local
minima.
tem is already destabilized by the larger singular surface. This
can be seen from Fig. 4(c) since the inner bubble is created
on the lower part of the outer surface. To reach the lower
part, one must first cross the larger singular surface. Moreover,
following the Euclidean global minimum on the manifold
does not necessarily yield a path towards the inner bubble.
In Fig. 4(c) one can see that the inner bubble is reachable
only for a small range of voltage angle directions. In this
particular example, the Euclidean global minimum does not lie
in this accessible range. On the other hand, the smaller singular
surface encloses a quite smaller region in the generator power
space in Figure 5(a), which is much smaller than the actual
stability boundary given by the larger singular surface. Thus,
the Euclidean global solution is also conservative.
Secondly, we argue that our proposed formulation is more
meaningful at the global solution. Figure 4(b) and 5(b) present
the only minimum distance (red curve) solved on the manifold
for (10). These figures clearly suggest that the global solution
to (10) must end on the larger singular surface because any
path that ends on the smaller singular surface must cross the
larger one first. It cannot be shorter than a coincident path
which only ends on the larger singular surface. However, as
the Euclidean distance disrespects the manifold curvature, it
may yield the global solution which resides on the smaller
singular surface. Thus, the global intrinsic minimum distance
with respect to the interior geometry of the algebraic manifold
is more meaningful than the global minimum distance of the
Euclidean distance.
Finally, we illustrate that the actual trajectory associated
with an Euclidean distance is not a local minimum path on the
manifold. In Figure 4(c) and 5(c), we depict three local minima
with Euclidean distance (black dot line segments) which end
on the correct singular surface and the minimum path on the
manifold (red dot curve). Recall that the system trajectory
must be on the manifold. If we force the system to follow
the directional change of the selected Euclidean distance line
segments, the corresponding paths on the manifold can be
determined in our particular examples (shown in deep green
curves). We only show the paths associated with the three
Euclidean minima ending at the larger singular surface because
they are the ones that reach the correct singular surface.
Numerical calculations show that the manifold distance for the
red curve is 3.1468, while the manifold distance for the green
curves are 4.3403, 5.0978, and 5.7572, respectively. Hence,
the length of the correct path associated with the Euclidean
distance at least exceeds the length of the shortest path on the
manifold by 37.9% for this particular example.
B. 9-Bus Static Voltage Instability Example - Distance in
Active Power Subspace
In this part, we consider the same 9-bus system
“case9mod1” in the previous subsection, but with slow gen-
eration re-dispatch dynamics instead of fast generator swing
dynamics. Such re-dispatch can be caused by the fluctuation
of renewable energy and the response of automatic generation
control. The dynamic states x are the generator active power
injections, while the generator angles are among the algebraic
7(a) Minimum Euclidean Distancea (b) Minimum Manifold Distanceb
(c) Path of Euclidean Distance VS Path of Manifold Distancec
Fig. 6: Projections in Power-Voltage Subspace for
Case9mod1 Static Case
a,b,cBlue dotted curve: singular surface. aBlack line segment: Eu-
clidean local min. bRed curve: manifold local min. cBlack dotted
line segment: Euclidean local min, green curve: associated path for
Euclidean local min, red dotted curve: manifold local min, yellow
diamond: equilibrium.
states y. This model takes the form of (4) in which case the dy-
namic part (4a) needs no specification for our purpose. Under
the constant power characteristic assumption, the singularity
condition is then the commonly accepted singular power flow
Jacobian matrix.
Figure 6(c) depicts a projection of the algebraic manifold
in the Power-Voltage subspace. The static model yields two
isolated singular surfaces shown by the deep blue curves. The
upper one in Figure 6(c) is mapped to the larger outer blue
curve in the active power subspace in Figure 7(c). The lower
one in Figure 6(c) is mapped to the smaller inner blue curve
in Figure 7(c). The formulation of Euclidean distance yields at
least ten candidates of local minimum for this example, shown
by the black line segments in Figure 6(a) and 7(a). Two of
them end on the larger singular surface, and the other eight end
(a) Minimum Euclidean Distancea (b) Minimum Manifold Distanceb
(c) Path of Euclidean Distance VS Path of Manifold Distancec
Fig. 7: Projections in Active Power Subspace for Case9mod1
Static Case
a,b,cBlue dotted curve: singular surface. aBlack line segment: Eu-
clidean local min. bRed curve: manifold local min. cBlack dotted
line segment: Euclidean local min, green curve: associated path for
Euclidean local min, red dotted curve: manifold local min, yellow
diamond: equilibrium.
on the smaller singular surface. The formulation of manifold
distance yields two candidates of local minimal path towards
voltage instability, shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 7(b) by
the red dot curves. These paths are very close to the two paths
associated with the two local solutions of Euclidean distance
on the larger singular surface, shown in Figure 6(c) and 7(c) in
green (barely distinguishable in the plots). It suggests that in
this particular static example the formulation of the Euclidean
distance can provide a good approximation to the distance
on the manifold. A physical explanation of why the Euclidean
local minimum comes close to the manifold local minimum in
this model is given in Section VI Part D. However, as shall be
seen in the following, this may not be the case when observing
the distance in the reactive power subspace.
Although the formulation of Euclidean distance serves as
8Fig. 8: Reactive Power Subspace for Case9mod2 Static Casea
aBlue dotted curve: singular surface, black dotted line segment:
Euclidean global min, green curve: associated path for Euclidean
global min, red dotted curve: manifold global min, yellow diamond:
equilibrium.
a good approximation in this particular example, its global
solution is still misleading and conservative. Figure 6(a) and
7(a) show that the two local solutions of black line segments
ending on the larger singular surface are the worst among
all the ten local solutions. The other eight solutions all end
on the small singular surface which cannot be reached before
crossing the large singular surface first. As can be seen in
Fig. 6(c), to reach the lower singular surface one must cross the
upper singular surface first. Moreover, since the small singular
surface encloses a rather small region in the power space, the
predicted stability region is also quite conservative. This can be
observed from Fig. 7(c) that the outer singular surface encloses
a much larger area than the inner singular surface.
C. 9-Bus Static Voltage Instability Example - Distance in
Reactive Power Subspace
Last subsection suggests that the Euclidean distance can be
a good approximation for the manifold distance in the active
power subspace for the static voltage stability problem. In this
subsection we are going to show that the situation can be more
complicated in the reactive power subspace through another
modified 9-bus system example, “case9mod2”. The parameters
of the investigated example are provided in Table III and IV
in Appendix A. Our goal is to find the shortest path to the
singular surface with respect to the reactive power outputs of
the generators. In this particular example, we treat 30% of the
load demand in Table III as constant impedance and leave the
rest 70% as constant power.
The manifold in the reactive power subspace is shown in
Fig. 8. The deep blue dotted curves represent isolated singular
surfaces. We evaluate the local minima of Euclidean distance
by initializing (7) at dozens of points on the correct singular
surface (the largest dotted blue curve in Fig. 8). The primal-
dual interior point solver provides four candidates of local
minimum, among which the global one is shown in Fig. 8
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Fig. 9: Power-Voltage Subspace at Bus-3 for 39-Bus Static
Casea
aBlack line segment: Euclidean local min, red dotted curve: manifold
local min.
as the black dotted straight line segment. The associated path
on the manifold is depicted as the green curve with the arc
length of 3.4964. The optimal control framework, on the other
hand, yields five candidates of local minimal path. We show
the shortest one in Fig. 8 by dotted red curve with the arc
length of 3.3048. Although the arc length values from two
formulations are not substantially different, the path directions
and the ending points are totally different (see Fig. 8) in the
reactive power subspace. It suggests that in the reactive power
subspace the shortest manifold distance can be completely
different from the shortest Euclidean distance.
D. 39-Bus Static Voltage Instability Example - Distance in
Complex Power Subspace
In this part we demonstrate that the proposed method can
be applied to any dimensional manifold with combinations of
active power and reactive power for both generator and load
buses. Specifically, we test our proposed method on the IEEE
39-bus system. We treat 40% of the load demand as constant
impedance and leave the rest 60% as constant power.
Six generator buses and six PQ buses are randomly selected
as our adjustable power injection buses. In this particular study,
the selected six generator buses are Bus-30, 31, 33, 34, 37
and 39. The selected six PQ buses are Bus-3, 4, 7, 8, 20
and 26. We consider the path in the subspace spanned by the
selected generator active power injections and the selected load
complex power demand. Therefore, the algebraic manifold Σ
is an 18-dimensional hypersurface.
By solving the optimal control problem (10) from different
initializations we found four candidates for the local minimum
paths. They are depicted in Fig. 9 by the red dotted curves.
Their arc length values are 11.9960, 12.0729, 16.3507, and
16.6102. However, after solving the Euclidean formulation (7)
from different initializations, 28 candidates of local minimum
are located. In Fig. 9 five shortest ones are depicted by
the black line segments. Their Euclidean distance values are
0.5821, 1.3948, 1.7912, 1.8666, and 1.8883. Path evaluations
9on these solutions imply that none of them ends on the correct
singular surface. If one takes the global Euclidean distance as
the radius of voltage stability margin, it is at most 0.5821,
which is quite conservative comparing to the minimum arc
length we found at the value of 11.9960.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
A. Initialization
Solving (10) requires an initial path on the manifold. This
can be done by using the continuation power flow or the
holomorphic embedding technique. In real practice, system
operators usually have a prediction of how the load and
renewable generation change in the next few hours. Following
the predicted changing direction step by step yields a path on
the manifold. This path can be used to initialize the proposed
method. A local minimum path obtained from the predicted
path is more informative than a local minimum path obtained
from a random initialization because it characterizes the volt-
age stability margin in the neighborhood of the prediction.
B. Voltage Stability Margin
Problem (10) computes the (locally) shortest path to the
point of voltage instability on the algebraic manifold. To have
an intuitive interpretation of this path, let’s first recall the tra-
ditional voltage collapse evaluation based on the continuation
power flow. The continuation power flow certainly yields a
path on the manifold at a fixed direction. The solution to our
problem can be regarded as a direction-varying continuation
power flow path which is the shortest among all possible paths
(including direction-varying paths). This path is conservative
but secure, especially considering the effects of uncertain
nature of renewable energy in modern/future power systems.
The value of objective function (10a) tells the shortest
manifold distance. This distance can be regarded as a stability
margin (at least in the neighborhood of the path). A future
operating point is guaranteed to be safe15 if its manifold
distance to the current operating point is less than the margin.
Alternatively, a future operating point whose distance on the
manifold is greater than or close to this margin should be
alarmed.
The computation of the manifold distance to any operating
point is straightforward. It only needs to remove (10d) and
(10g) from (10) and replace the singularity condition (10f) by
an end-point condition. Another method that can provide the
shortest path between two points on the manifold is to compute
the geodesic distance. A prior work on computing the geodesic
distance for the power flow problem can be found in [48], [49].
Tracking the stability margin of a varying operating point does
not need to repeatedly solve the optimization problem. As long
as one distance has been solved, its change can be tracked by
a continuation method.
15The investigated operating point should not lie too far away. Otherwise
another local minimum path may dominate the margin.
C. Detecting False Voltage Stability Margin
The numerical simulations in Section V showed that the
problem formulation of Euclidean distance can admit multiple
local solutions. Many of these solutions end on the wrong
singular surfaces, providing false voltage stability margins.
Unfortunately, the global solution can be among them. There-
fore, it raises a difficulty for the problem formulation of
Euclidean distance: how can it be verified that its solution is
on the correct singular surface? A prior work discussing this
issue for fast-slow dynamical systems can be found in [50].
In our proposed problem formulation, it is also possible
to have a solution path which ends at a wrong singular
surface. However, this situation can be largely avoided and,
if it happens, can be easily detected.
Recall that we initialize problem (10) from a path given
by the continuation power flow. So the initial path is usually
away from the wrong singular surface. On the other hand, if
the optimization solver jumps over to another singular surface,
the resulting path should have more than one nose point since
the path has to cross the right singular surface before reaching
the wrong one. Hence, it is easy to detect the false voltage
stability margin by simply counting how many nose points
are on the solution path.
D. Euclidean Distance VS Manifold Distance
In Section V Part B we demonstrate that the Euclidean
distance can be a good approximation to the manifold distance
in the active power subspace for the static voltage stability
problem with constant power load (generator) characteristic.
Now we give an engineering explanation for this phenomenon.
Let’s denote the flexible nodal active power injection as Pi,t
and denote the fixed nodal active power injection as Pj,0. Then
we have ∑
i
Pi,t +
∑
j
Pj,0 = Ploss(V ) (11)
where Ploss(V ) is the active power loss of the whole system
which is related to the nodal voltages.
If the system is lossless, then Ploss(V ) = 0 for any feasible
V , which implies that (11) is a hyperplane with respect to
Pi,t. Thus, the submanifold of active power injection Pi,t is
flat. Therefore, in the lossless case the manifold path and the
Euclidean path are identical to the boundary.
If Ploss(V ) 6= 0, the submanifold of active power injection
Pi,t is no longer a hyperplane. Then, any shortest manifold
path should not be an Euclidean segment generically. However,
for a transmission system, Ploss(V ) is usually very small
compared to the total active power injection, e.g. around 3%.
Hence, the submanifold is very close to the flat hyperplane
of the lossless case. However, if our load (generator) char-
acteristic is not constant power, the singular surface in the
power space can exhibit totally different structures, which
thus result in very different Euclidean and manifold distances.
That is exactly what happens in our 9-bus dynamic case. In
Fig. 5 the active power subspace is also very flat and thin.
But the singular surface (blue curve) occurs at the lower part
of the manifold, making the green and red curves in Fig. 5
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totally distinct from each other. A future investigation on load
characteristics is promised in this framework.
On the other hand, it is common in power engineering that
the transmission system usually has a large reactive power loss.
Therefore, the curvature change in the reactive power subspace
is more prominent than in the active power subspace, which
results in a large deviation between the shortest paths of the
Euclidean distance and the manifold distance in Fig. 8. It is
our ongoing research to prove the curvature properties and to
evaluate the error between the manifold path and the Euclidean
path given a bound on the loss function Ploss(V ).
E. Including Engineering Constraints
In (10) we exclude any engineering constraints for simplic-
ity. There is no modeling difficulty in adding engineering con-
straints, either equalities or inequalities, to (10). For example,
one can add generator ramping limits to the problem by adding
bounds for the control variable in u(τ) which is associated
with the adjustable generator active power output. The low
voltage protection limit can be added as a lower bound for the
voltage state in x(τ). Other engineering constraints are also
possible.
To solve (10) numerically, a common approach is to tran-
scribe the differential form of (10) into a discrete form
first, and then using some nonlinear optimization solver to
obtain the solution for the discretized problem. Hence, adding
engineering constraints does not affect the modeling and the
optimization process, while it only increases the number of
constraints for the transcribed problem.
If one is interested in the voltage instability caused by the
limit-induced bifurcation, then the particular engineering limit
should be treated differently. Although this topic is beyond
the scope of this paper, we can easily revise (10) to establish
the model for solving the minimum path to the engineering
limit. Suppose the condition for the limit-induced bifurcation
is given by a terminal manifold
h
(
x(1), y(1), u(1), v(1)
)
= 0 (12)
Then, we remove the auxiliary state vector r(τ) and its
associated conditions (10d) and (10g) from (10), and replace
(10f) by (12).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses how to find the (locally) shortest path
to the point of voltage collapse. We first recall different mech-
anisms of voltage collapse. Then, we focus on a particular
class of voltage instability which is induced by the singularity
condition of the algebraic manifold. Instead of identifying the
shortest path with the Euclidean distance, we establish the
distance on the manifold and formulate a general optimization
framework that can incorporate the manifold distance. To solve
this optimization problem, we further convert it into an optimal
control framework and solve it through a standard optimal
control solver.
The proposed problem formulation is more rigorous and
meaningful than the formulation of Euclidean distance because
it respects manifold curvature change for the entire path.
Numerical simulations validate the proposed approach by
comparing it to the solutions obtained from the formulation
of Euclidean distance. We specifically demonstrate that the
shortest Euclidean distance may not be the shortest distance on
the manifold, and can be misleading and conservative when it
ends on a wrong singular surface. Unlike the potential issues
with conventional approaches, the proposed approach yields
the correct path on the manifold for all the tested cases.
A promising future research direction can be finding an
operating point away from voltage collapse in the proposed
framework. It allows the design of voltage control that respects
the manifold.
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APPENDIX A
9-BUS SYSTEMS PARAMETERS
TABLE I: Case9mod1 Node Parameters
Bus # Type P (MW) Q (MVar) Voltage
1 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
3 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
5 1 -90 -30
6 1 0 0
7 1 -100 -35
8 1 0 0
9 1 -125 -50
10 3 1.0388
11 2 163.1587 1.0264
12 2 85.0429 1.0003
Type 1 is the PQ bus. Type 2 is the PV bus. Type
3 is the slack bus.
Base power is 100 MVA.
TABLE II: Case9mod1 Branch Parameters
From Bus To Bus r x b
1 4 10−5 0.0576 0
4 5 0.0170 0.0920 0.1580
5 6 0.0390 0.1700 0.3580
3 6 10−5 0.0586 0
6 7 0.0119 0.1008 0.2090
7 8 0.0085 0.0720 0.1490
8 2 10−5 0.0625 0
8 9 0.0320 0.1610 0.3060
9 4 0.0100 0.0850 0.1760
10 1 6.8670 × 10−4 0.1391 0
11 2 5.9259 × 10−4 0.0948 0
12 3 5.9259 × 10−4 0.0948 0
r, x and b are in per unit.
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TABLE III: Case9mod2 Node Parameters
Bus # Type P (MW) Q (MVar) Voltage
1 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
3 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
5 1 -90 -50
6 1 0 0
7 1 -100 -50
8 1 0 0
9 1 -125 -50
10 3 1.0331
11 2 150.1369 1.0340
12 2 150.1351 1.0274
Type 1 is the PQ bus. Type 2 is the PV bus. Type
3 is the slack bus.
Base power is 100 MVA.
TABLE IV: Case9mod2 Branch Parameters
From Bus To Bus r x b
1 4 0.0010 0.0576 0
4 5 0.0170 0.0920 0.1580
5 6 0.0190 0.0600 0.3580
3 6 0.0010 0.0586 0
6 7 0.0119 0.0608 0.2090
7 8 0.0085 0.0620 0.1490
8 2 0.0010 0.0625 0
8 9 0.0120 0.0610 0.3060
9 4 0.0100 0.0850 0.1760
10 1 6.8670× 10−4 0.1391 0
11 2 5.9259× 10−4 0.0948 0
12 3 5.9259× 10−4 0.0948 0
r, x and b are in per unit.
APPENDIX B
DETAILED OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION FOR STATIC
VOLTAGE PROBLEM IN ACTIVE POWER GENERATION
SUBSPACE
Consider a power grid with Nbus many nodes, among which
Ngen is the number of generator buses and Nload is the
number of load buses. If we are interested in the path in the
active power generation subspace (as the second example in
Section V), the following formulation is applied.
Minimize
∫ 1
0
√
〈u(τ), u(τ)〉dτ (13a)
Subject to:
d
dτ
Pgen(τ) = u(τ) (13b)
d
dτ
V (τ) = v(τ) (13c)
d
dτ
r(τ) = 0 (13d)
Pgen,i(τ) − fgen,i
(
V (τ)
)
= 0 (13e)
hgen,i
(
V (τ)
)
= 0 (13f)
fload,j
(
V (τ)
)
= 0 (13g)
gload,j
(
V (τ)
)
= 0 (13h)

∂fgen(V )/∂V
∂hgen(V )/∂V
∂fload(V )/∂V
∂gload(V )/∂V


T
τ=1
r(1) = 0 (13i)
〈r(1), r(1)〉 = 1 (13j)
Pgen(0) = P
0
gen (13k)
V (0) = V 0 (13l)
Index: i = 1, . . . , Ngen
j = Ngen + 1, . . . , Nbus
where Pgen ∈ R
Ngen is the generator active power injection
vector that serves as the dynamic state vector; u is the control
vector associated with Pgen; V ∈ R
2Nbus−1 is the node volt-
age vector (algebraic state vector) in rectangular coordinates
without the angle reference element; v is the control vector
associated with V ; r ∈ R2Nbus−1 is the auxiliary state vector
to enforce singularity condition; fgen,i is the network active
power function at generator node-i; hgen,i is the node voltage
magnitude function at generator node-i; fload,j is the network
active power function at load node-j; gload,j is the network
reactive power function at load node-j. The Jacobian matrix
in Eqt (13i) should exclude the active power components at
the slack node.
